Ulysses Grant, U. S. Grant: American Hero, American Myth seeks to understand the Civil War general and eighteenth U.S. president in terms of his own life experiences, the fame he enjoyed during his lifetime and upon his death, and the dramatic fl uctuation in Grant's reputation since then. In this book, suited for both scholars and general readers, Waugh wonders how Grant, once considered to be as vital to the American nation as Washington and Lincoln, could have sunk so suddenly and dramatically into oblivion, making him, even today, one of the lowest-ranked presidents in U.S. history. Given Waugh's concerns, her book is really more a cultural history, especially a history of American memory, than a biography. In this way, her work stands amid a burgeoning scholarship on historical memory, and more specifi cally on the place of Civil War memory in American life. Like other scholars, Waugh sees memory as socially constructed, often shaped to serve the particular needs of various groups and individuals in the present. Regarding the Civil War more specifi cally, Waugh, along with scholars like David Blight, is interested in how late nineteenth-century political and economic imperatives allowed the narrative of white reunion and sectional reconciliation to gradually overwhelm the memory of slave emancipation and the Union victory. But while numerous historians have emphasized how "the South won the peace," at least with respect to post-Civil War American culture, Waugh reminds us just how crucial the memory of the Union victory remained, at least through the end of the nineteenth century. In this regard, Waugh's most important contribution is her discussion of the immense interest, regard, and aff ection that so many Americans, and the world's inhabitants more generally, showered upon Grant, especially in his postpresidential years and, later, as his death approached. Equally important, Waugh shows how much Grant himself resisted the conciliatory trend and consistently refused to rank the Confederate cause as anything other than treasonous, narrow-minded, and unjust. Although, as Waugh shows, even Grant's memory was gradually linked with the spirit of conciliation, countless Americans recalled Grant as the triumphant leader of the Union cause.
Waugh begins her study with a relatively brief but compelling biographical portrait of the Ohio farm boy who moved from West Point to Mexican War soldier to fi nancial ruin, and eventually to supreme military commander and Union hero. Interested as she is in the everchanging picture of Grant's legacy, Waugh focuses particular attention on controversial aspects of Grant's career, including his alleged fondness for alcohol and some of his unsuccessful military decisions. Throughout, she reviews a wide range of scholarship and handles the evidence and the assessments judiciously. Perhaps most important, she paints a picture of a distinguished army commander who accomplished truly remarkable military feats and understandably earned the intense devotion of millions of Americans.
Positive assessments of Grant's presidency have been far less plentiful than upbeat analyses of his generalship. Yet, as Waugh rightly suggests, many of the negative views of the Grant White House were rooted in a "tragic era of reconstruction" perspective, one that sympathized with the suff ering of ex-Confederates and recoiled with horror from black political power. Grant, Waugh maintains, remained committed to the postwar Republican agenda of remaking the nation, enhancing federal power, and guaranteeing African American freedom. As Americans showed less willingness to support this agenda, so did their attachment to Grant gradually diminish.
Waugh occasionally strikes a slightly defensive tone in upholding Grant's presidential reputation, perhaps treating too lightly some of Grant's more questionable policies regarding foreign aff airs and Native Americans. More generally, Waugh's arguments, and the narrative she unfolds, suggest she seeks not only to understand how Grant lost the standing he once had with the American people, but also to rehabilitate Grant's heroic place in the American pantheon. Toward this end, she quotes extensively from scholars, Grant's contemporaries, even presentday poets who pay homage to Grant's leadership in war and in peace. Yet, because Waugh's focus concerns the social construction of memory, readers may sometimes wonder how much the heroic portrait of Grant is itself a social construction. Thus Waugh concludes the section on Grant's presidency by quoting from a nineteenth-century Scottish scholar who placed Grant, along with Washington, Jeff erson, and Lincoln, at the "front rank" (153) of American presidents, but it is not clear if we should read his assessment as more "truthful" than others or if this analysis, too, gives its own spin on the Grant myth. After all, it seems likely that this appraisal, in its own way, refl ects a particular intellectual and political agenda, rooted in certain principles regarding nationalism, political power, and even race.
Waugh's most signifi cant contributions lie in the chapters that follow the discussion of Grant's presidency. Here, she does a superb job recapturing the gratitude and enthusiasm felt by many-Union veterans, northern citizens, African Americans, even workers around the world-toward Grant and his role in saving the Union. She provides a particularly moving account of the "death-watch," when regular reports circulated frequently regarding all aspects of Grant's decline. Waugh's discussion of the African American response to Grant presents a particularly enlightening perspective on the Grant phenomenon, although I would have welcomed even more discussion on this front, especially how much black Americans continued to claim Grant, despite obvious setbacks during Reconstruction, as an emancipationist champion. More, too, might be said about southern white and northern Democratic opposition to Grant and just how much those rebukes, even in Grant's lifetime, corroded the hero image. Yet, overall, U. S. Grant: American Hero, American Myth represents a singular achievement in encouraging scholars, as well as general readers, to think anew about the place of this often-maligned, frequently misunderstood, but thoroughly remarkable leader in history and memory.
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